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What I Find Interesting:
What i find intresting about this topic is how people get smarter
through out the years. Our brains start devoloping many new ideas
which create more advanced things. For example like in the 1850s
the people used to get a ride on horse drawn buggies and now in
the present we have cars that go really for people who need to get
to places quickly.In the 1850s people used to live a short lifes
because their was no medecin. Alot of people died before they
were even in there sixties. today we get entertained better then how
they were entertained. we have tvs, which makes it even better.
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Review:
honestly i wouldnt recommend this to anyone because anyone
could edit this page. it says on that page that u could improve it. but
i got some answers from that page because i knew they were true.
so i would be careful if u are going to get some answers from there.
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